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tioo, the diffusion process becomes a func
tion of both temperature and concentration
gradients. The coupling of these twO gradi
ents is discussed elsewhere (2, 3). The mau
flux of impurity, J, in the ooe-dimensional
model can be expressed in terms of the
concentration gradient, ~ and the teal-

peratwe gradient. dT, by the equation
ax
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FIGUU 1. BuJk diffusion model
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where D' is the COOmluation diffution
(Deffident and 0" is the thermal diffusion
coefficient. EftD fex the .imple cue of a
flat plate with initially homogeoeous con
mltration subjected to a COIIIWlt linear
temperature poadient~ the place w.,
the 8OIotion of equation 1 is mmplicated
by the fact that both unsteady state con-
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Presented herein is a simple calculation
method for predicting impurity concentra
tion profiles in metals subjected to beating.
The mass flux equation for coupled con
centration and thermal diffusion in one
dimension is simplified by assuming that
the temperature gradient approaches steady
state much faster than does the concentra
tion gradient, and, hence, the unsteady state
temperature gradient can be approximated
by the known steady state gradient. This
simplification allows integration of the
mass transfer equation to determine the
space- and time-depeodence of impurity
concentration. Predicted concentration pro
files are compared with the experimental
data of Darken and Oriani (1) to show the
accuracy of the simplified calculation
method.

Impurity c:onantration profiles in metals are predicted una a simple ODe
dimemiooal model for unsteady state diffusion in • teIIlperatute sradient. Good
asreement with the ezperimeotal data of Darken and Oriani is obtained, boch
for diffusion of carbon in ferrite and for oitro,en in ferrite. This cakulaUoa
method has promise DOt 001r. for prediction of the effects of ezisdna beadna
processes 00 interior and sur ace compositions of metals but abo for the daip
of specific oew heatiog processes to lIChieve desirable properties.

y (0,1,1)

SIMPLIFIED MODEL AND
SOLUTION

The model used here for impurity dif
fusion is a flat metal plate, sufficiently
large and thin to permit ignoring edge
effects (Fig. 1). The initial concentratioo
of impurities within the plate, C(X, 0) =
Ct, is uniform from surface, X = 0, to
surface, X = a. At time t = 0, a temperature
difference T is applied across the two faces.
This temperature difference is maintained
at a constant, and T = T(a,t) - T(O,t).

Imposition of the temperature difference
T across the flat plate causes redistribution
of impurity in the plate by thermal diffus
ion; the mau flux initially is • functioo
ooIy of temperature gtlIdient. Immediately
f'oJIowing the fint incremenca1 tedimibu-
I PnIeat addteII: Uaiftnky Baciaeen. lac.. 1215
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COMPARISON WITH
EXPERIMENTAL DATA

To evaluate the impurity concentration
profile expression given in equation S,
predicted profiles were compared with the
experimental data of Darken and Oriani
( 1) • These investigaton utilized experi
mental systems which are compatible with
the model and boundary conditions con
sidered in the derivation of equation 5.
Darken and Oriani employed thin plate
systems and rontrolled face temperatures
with large heat sinks. Two systems were
studied, nitrogen impurity in a ferrite plate
1.0 em thick and carbon impurity in a
ferrite plate 1.2 em thick. Concentrations
were determined at four interior cross sec
tions in the plates at 24, 48, or 96 hr after
application of fixed temperature differences
across the faces of the plates. PrediCtions of
impurity concentration profiles were made
using equation 5 with values of the heat
of transport of -23.0 kcal/mole for carbon
in ferrite and carbon, and -42.3 kcallmole
for nitrogen in ferrite and nitrogen.

Figures 2-7 graphically illustrate the
agreement obtained between predicted and
experimental impurity concentration pro
files. The agreement is particularly good
for nitrogen impurity in ferrite (Co = 0.021
wt %) (Fig. 2-4). In Figures 2 and 3 a
minimum can be noted in both the pre
diCted and experimental impurity concen-

-PREDICTED
@ EXPERIMENTAL

Eq. 6ex: = TD"/D'where

Cla,t) • c:. {. _ (- ala) I I 1 - _ 1-.' J

• Jl l"'It.J I 1 - (_lilt _ (-/JUI ,.2 •••3a2,2

cenuatiOD"aod temperature profiles must
be dacribed. Thus, in prioclp1e, the equa
tiOD 1 conjugate for energy flux mUSt be
IOlwd .imulra.oeously with equation 1.
However, an approximate IOlution for the
impurity cooceatratioo profile can be ob
tained by using the following simplifi.
cation.

The approximation introduced is to
uaume that the temperature profile in the
flat plate is established in a very short
time compared to tbe time required for
appreciabfe redistribution of impurity.
Thus, the simplified model is a flat plate
with initially homogeneous impurity con·
centration, C (x,O) = Co. and a linear tem
perature gradient, dT =T /a (for all x),

dx
which is invariant with time. In addition,
the boundary conditions of zero mass flux
at each face of the plate are imposed.

To solve for the concentration profile in
the simplified modeL. equation 1 is differ·
entiated with respect to the space m
ordinate x; note that dJ de to give

<IX='-<!t '
2

atdCt = o,d C + !. dO"
~ d Eq. 2
dx~ a x

The thermal diffusion coefficient, 0", is
related to the so-called heat of transport,
Q., and is described in numerous refer·
ences (2) as D fQ*C

0" • ~ Eq.3
RT~

Considering Q. to be constant, substitution
of equation 3 in equation 2 yields

de • Ofd2C + O'Q* .!. dC Eq. 4
at dx2 ~ a dx
The Fourier series solutionl' of equation 4
yields the following expression for the
space- and time-dependence of the impurity
concentration,

., Ita (ImrIa) - IJ'tIlIoII _ lIlWa/al J

._ I -al2a - lIt'.J • ·'1.' D't/a21
Eq. 5 FlGUO 2. Coaceatracioa of DicJ:oopa ill fetriIe

'ftnUI distaoce from mid face. Plate thicImeII= 1.0 em; Me face ....p. = 7(jfj Co mid t.:e
temp. = 418 Co IUD Ieqda = 24 hr.
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PIGUU S. Cooceauadoa of carboo ill letrite
venus distmce from cold &ce. Piau t.h.ickaaa
= 1.2 em; bot face temp. = 677 C; cold face
temp. = '25 C; run leoltb =24 hr.
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'IGUU 3. Cooceatradon of aitfOJell in ferrite
versus distmce &om cold &ceo Plate tbidmaa= 1.0 em; bot face temp. = 803 C; cold face
temp. = '10 C; run leqtb = 24 hr.
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FIGUU 4. Coocetltradon of aitfOJeIl mfetrite
versus distmce hom cold &ce. Piau tbic:koess= 1.0 CDl; bot face temp. = 756 C; cold face
temp. = 622 C; run leaach = 96 hr.
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'IGua. 6. CoDcenuation of carboa ia ferrite
venus ditwK:e &om cold faa. Place thickaest
= 1.2 em; bot face temp. = 696 C; cold face
temp. = 537 C; run lea&ch =~ hr.

uation profiles. Such minima would be ex·
pected experimentally whenewr the tem
perature difference acroa the faces of the
plate is large eooogh to make an appreci·
able difference in the .lD8SI flux: across the
sample. Thus a variation in the diffusion
CX)efficient is creaced. Consequeotly, the
temperature of the cold end is low eoouP
to "freeze" the diffusion in the cold re
gion. For c:arboo impurity in fenite <Ce =
0.016 'Wt %), the asreement between pre-

dieted and experimental concentration pro
files (Fig. S·7) is not as good as that for
niuopo in fenite (Fig. 24). However,
coasidering the IQItter in the daca, which
010 be noted in Figura S·', and poIIible un·
a=rtainty in the heat of transpOrt data used,
the predicted conc:mtration profiles aN in
sufflciendy sood agreement with the a·
perimental data to conclude that the model
it ....able for practical heat-Creating cal
culatioas.
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'JGv.. 7. CoDceDttadoo of carboa in ferrite
yenul clilWKe from cold face. Plate thickness
= 1.2 em; hoc face cemp. = 690 C; cold face
temp. = "" C; ruo Imam = 96 hr.

CONCLUSIONS

A simple model of the process of im
purity diffusion during the beating of
metals has been formulated. The successful
applications of this model for predicing
impurity concentration profiles indicates
the potential for using comparable models
for the design of specific heat.treating
processes.
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